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Here you can find the menu of Mill Hey Fisheries in Bradford. At the moment, there are 17 meals and drinks on
the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Mill Hey

Fisheries:
eating is excellent with very friendly and courteous employees. prices and good size part on chips. would

recommend the fish as the teig is located. if I had lived here, it would be my regular chippy. read more. The
restaurant and its rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus reachable with a wheelchair or physiological

limitations, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have something. What User
doesn't like about Mill Hey Fisheries:

Visited today for fish and chips, great service, but portion size meagre. £9.50 for F&C and I got around 20 chips
and a smallish fish. I realise that costs have gone up but come on guys, a proper portion. A medium portion of

chips at my local chippy does three people . read more. A visit to Mill Hey Fisheries becomes even more
rewarding due to the comprehensive variety of coffee and tea specialties, The menus are usually prepared in
the shortest time and fresh for you. Also, they provide you delicious seafood meals, Those who are passionate

about the British cuisine will enjoy the extensive variety of traditional menus and indulge in the taste of England.
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Süße�
MUFFINS

�s� dishe�
FISH AND CHIPS

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Sauce�
CURRY SAUCE

Coffe�
COFFEE

Drink�
DRINKS

Condiment� an� Sauce�
CURRY

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�

BREAD

FISH

COD

Ingredient� Use�
HADDOCK

BEEF

PEAS

ONIONS

MEAT

SAUSAGE

SEAFOOD
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